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Disclaimer
This presentation may contain certain forward looking statements with respect to 
certain of Aviva’s plans and its current goals and expectations relating to its future 
financial condition, performance and results. By their nature, all forward looking 
statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events and 
circumstances which are beyond Aviva’s control including amongst other things, UK 
domestic and global economic and business conditions, market related risks such 
as fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates, the policies and actions of 
regulatory authorities, the impact of competition, inflation, deflation, the timing and 
impact of other uncertainties of future acquisitions or combinations within relevant 
industries, as well as the impact of tax and other legislation and other regulations in 
the jurisdictions in which Aviva and its affiliates operate. As a result, Aviva actual 
future financial condition, performance and results may differ materially from the 
plans, goals and expectations set forth in Aviva’s forward looking statements.

Aviva undertakes no obligation to update the forward looking statements contained 
in this presentation or any other forward looking statements we may make



Agenda

• The winning composite model

- General Insurance – COR and RAC

- International Life – a review of the portfolio

- UK Life – action & resilience leading to growth

• Aviva – a brand to invest in

• Conclusion



The Aviva Portfolio

• The balanced 
portfolio

- Flexibility

- Strength

- Resilience

- Reliability

• Generating capital in  
to fund new business 
and small acquisitions

• And a 5% growth in 
dividend



General insurance

General Insurance – COR and RAC

International Life – a review of the portfolio

UK Life - action and resilience leading to growth

Aviva – a brand to invest in



GI - worldwide 98% COR target 
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Source: 2004 FSA Returns and NUI estimates of distribution

NUI HY 2005 results

RAC income stream is full half year for RAC Rescue and RAC Services   
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RAC income stream

GI’s UK business is uniquely balanced



GI – Stability and growth 

Partnership Net Written Premiums
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• Multi-distribution model

• Substantial direct growth

• 22% in 2004 
• 22% in half year 2005

• Significant partnership growth 
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RAC – a platform for insurance growth

• RAC Direct Insurance

- Significant growth 
potential

- Additional 600k+ 
customers by 2008

- Conversion rate on direct 
book up 15%

Survey conducted by ICM, February 2005
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Brand Consideration



RAC – substantial value creation

• RAC integration ahead of plan

• Cost saving:

- Confirm £100m profit impact in 2006

- Run rate £130m p.a. by 2008

• Increasingly positive on income benefits

- Over 1.4m additional RAC customers 
by 2008

• £250m pre-tax profit p.a. by 2008*

*Profit stream associated with RAC acquisition on a like for like basis



International life

General Insurance – COR and RAC

International Life – a review of the portfolio

UK Life - action and resilience leading to growth

Aviva – a brand to invest in



The International Portfolio

Strong Growth 

Good balance of
businesses

International new business contribution

Other channels

Bancassurance

International new business contribution
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A valuable bancassurance franchise

• Over 30 bancassurance relationships across the world

• 28% increase in sales Q3 2005 vs 2004 to £4.6bn
• 30% increase in new business profit to £219m

• An arrangement that genuinely works for both partners 

• Fast becoming “partner of first choice”

• Expertise that is difficult for competitors to replicate

• At least 2 deals in the pipeline at any one time



Steady expansion

Ireland 
• Joint Venture with Allied Irish Banks
• 280 branches, 1.6m customers
• Hibernian owns 75% of the combined life business
• Distribution agreement renewable to 2031

India
• Bancassurance programme with 11 co-operative banks
• 400 branches across 4 states
• Target of 6,000 policies in the first year



UK Life

General Insurance – COR and RAC

International Life – a review of the portfolio

UK Life - action and resilience leading to growth

Aviva – a brand to invest in



UK Life – Turner Report

Pensions Commission established to review pensions gap

Interim report set out options:
• Revitalisation of the voluntary system
• Changes to the state system
• Increased compulsion

Our position
• Cost effective retirement solutions required
• Remove unnecessary legislation and regulation
• Reduce complexity



UK Life - action and resilience

• Competitive market

• Maintaining a balance of market presence and value 

• Broad distribution network

• Broad product offering 

• All new business written above cost of capital



£m

UK Life – scale and a balanced portfolio
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UK Life – transformation activities

• Aggressively addressing service standards

• Significant growth in bancassurance

• Lifetime wrap product launch

• Major SIPP product development

• Review of orphan estate



The Aviva Brand

General Insurance – COR and RAC

International Life – a review of the portfolio

UK Life – action and resilience leading to growth

Aviva – a brand to invest in



Aviva



Aviva - the foundations for sustainable growth

• Cost reduction

• Operational 
excellence

• Major disposal 
programme

• Asia LTS entry

Surviving
the storm

Positioning
for growth

Delivering growth 
and value

2000-2003 2004-2005 2006 >

• Capital structure

• RAC acquisition

• China / India 
acceleration

• Russian office

• Renewed focus on 
customers

• Winning composite business model

• Building on the foundations

• A focus on sustainable and growing 
profits

• Continued international expansion 

• Transforming UK Life



Questions and Discussion


